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Abstrat. The prodution of Λ(1520) in p+p and Au+Au ollisions provided
by the RHIC at
√
sNN = 200 GeV are investigated using the STAR detetor. A
preliminary Σ(1385) signal is also shown. Models predit that a late resattering
phase in ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions should lower the measured yields of
these resonanes. This redution is presently onrmed through the Λ(1520)/Λ
ratio whih has been alulated for p+p ollisions and ompared with Au+Au
ollisions.
PACS number: 25.75.Dw
Introdution
Ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions allow the study of reated hot and dense matter.
The produed system is thought to evolve into dierent stages before it breaks up. In
partiular an early partoni stage is followed by the hadronization of the system. An
important resattering phase may appear at the end of this senario. It is of the utmost
importane to understand these nal steps of heavy ion ollisions. Firstly beause the
study of this ooling medium will onstrain our models of heavy ion ollisions and
seondly beause most of our observations take their nal shape during these phases.
Therefore the existene of spei observables whih are able to probe espeially the
hadronization and an eventual resattering phase are of great interest. Resonanes
produed during the hadronization are suh observables. Their short lifetime means
that many of them deay inside the hot and dense medium before the system breaks
up. Two types of eets are thought to appear. The reonstrution of resonane
signal through the deay traks reveals the properties of the resonane inside this
medium. Mass modiation or width broadening have been expeted [2℄ and are
reported by the STAR experiment [3℄. The seond eet probes the existene of
partile resattering in the hadroni gas. Sine they are produed inside the medium,
deay traks may undergo resattering with other partiles and loose the momentum
information on the deay. The yield of resonanes ould therefore be redued. The
momentum dependene of the resattering may also modify the observed momentum
distribution of resonanes. In order to investigate this medium eet, the prodution
of Λ(1520) and Σ(1385) in p+p and Au+Au ollisions are presented at
√
sNN = 200
GeV, as measured by the STAR experiment. Models investigating the resattering
‡ See [1℄ for the full ollaboration list.
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phase expet indeed both resonanes to show a signiant suppression in heavy ion
ollisions.
1. Models
1.1. Strange hadron resonanes within a statistial model and resattering eet
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Figure 1. Left (a) : Σ(1385)/(All Λ) ratio as a funtion of the temperature
at hemial freeze-out and the lifetime of the resattering phase ∆t. Right (b):
Σ(1385)/(all Λ) versus Λ(1520)/(all Λ) diagram for dierent T and ∆t ; (gures
from [4℄)
Strange hadron resonanes ould determine the time sale governing hadron
prodution and the duration of the deoupling phase. Ratios of yields of resonanes
over the ground state partiles with the same valene quarks are estimated by a
thermal model where the temperature is the only parameter. However the resattering
of deay produts redue the observed yields of resonanes. This proess an be take
into aount by a mirosopi model whih alulates the suppression of the resonane
signal during the hadroni phase. Thus oupling the thermal prodution and the
resattering haraterization allows one to alulate these ratios as a funtion of the
time between hemial and thermal freeze-out (∆t) versus the temperature at hemial
freeze-out T [5℄. Figure 1 (a) shows the Σ(1385)/(All Λ) ratio as a funtion of the
temperature and ∆t. gure 1 (b) demonstrates that using at least two resonanes
with dierent lifetimes gives a unique value for both T and ∆t. However the model
is not omplete sine it does not take into aount the resonane regeneration by
re-interation of deay produts in the hadroni gas.
1.2. Probing hemial and thermal freeze-outs via UrQMD
The mirosopi transport approah of the Quantum Moleular Dynamis model
(UrQMD) [6℄ an diretly address the question of the prodution and observability
of resonanes [7℄. Dynamis are desribed in terms of inelasti and (pseudo) elasti
ollision rates. After an early non equilibrium stage, the system is dominated by
inelasti ollisions and hemistry hanging proesses. The elasti and pseudo-elasti
ollisions beome dominant in the next stage where they mostly hange the momenta
of the hadrons. The model shows therefore a separation between a hemial freeze-out
and thermal freeze-out, i.e. a period of time when resonane signal an be destroyed.
The lowering of the resonanes observability an diretly be alulated by dividing the
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Λ(1520) → pK− (22.5%)
Σ(1385)− → Λpi− (88%) (deay mode shared with the Ξ−)
Σ(1385)+ → Λpi+ (88%)
Table 1. Observable deay hannels in STAR for Λ(1520) and Σ(1385)
resonanes.
number of resonanes for whih deay produts have survived the resattering phase
by the number of all produed resonanes. It appears that 30% of Λ(1520) produed
in UrQMD at
√
sNN = 200 GeV should not be observable due to the resattering of at
least one of the deay produts. Part of this suppression omes from a double ounting
proess. A resonane whih deays and then is regenerated by a reation involving
one of its deay produts is ounted twie in the number of generated resonanes but
one in the number of suppressed resonanes.
2. Data analysis
Table 1 shows the deay hannels whih are used in the reonstrution of Λ(1520)
and Σ(1385). The large Time Projeting Chamber (TPC) of STAR has been used to
detet the harged traks at mid-rapidity. Due to the short lifetime of these resonanes,
the seondary vertex of their deay an not be separated from the primary vertex of
the ollision. Signal reonstrution is therefore obtained by assoiating all seleted
traks of the daughter speies whih seem to ome from the primary interation.
Reonstrution of Σ(1385) is done via ombinations of three traks, the pion of the
resonane deay and the two deay traks of the reation Λ → ppi−(64%). The
large ombinatorial bakground is reprodued by event mixing [9℄. Flow in heavy
ion ollisions or jet proesses in p+p ollisions introdue an azimuthal asymmetry to
the analyzed events. This asymmetry leads to a harateristi shape on mixed event
distributions. This behavior has been orreted for all invariant mass distributions of
Λ(1520) [10℄.
Seven million minimum bias p+p events have been used to produe the Σ(1385)
signal. The Λ(1520) analyses use 10 million p+p events, 1.7 million minimum bias
Au+Au events and 1.7 million entral trigger Au+Au events. Au+Au minimum bias
events are divided in four entrality ategories from peripheral to most entral events :
80-60%, 60-40%, 40-10%, and 10% or less of the hadroni ross setion.
3. Results
3.1. Λ(1520) and Σ(1385) in p+p ollisions
Figure 2 shows separately the invariant mass distributions of Λ(1520) and Λ(1520)
in p+p ollisions. The mass and width are respetively m = 1518 ± 2 MeV/c2 and
Γ = 25± 5 MeV/c2 from a Breit-Wigner plus linear bakground t. The mass agrees
with the Partile Data Group value of 1519.5 ± 1 MeV/c2 [11℄. The experimental
width inludes the Λ(1520) natural width of 15.6 MeV/c2 and the momentum
resolution. Within the errors this broadening of the width agrees to the Monte Carlo
simulations of the Λ(1520) reonstrution. The raw ratio Λ(1520)/Λ(1520) is equal to
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Figure 2. Invariant mass distribution of (a) Λ(1520), (b) Λ(1520) and ()
Σ(1385) + Σ(1385) in p+p ollisions.
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Figure 3. Transverse mass distribution of
(
Λ(1520) + Λ(1520)
)
/2 for the p+p
ollisions. Errors shown are statistial only.
0.90± 0.11(stat). Both Λ(1520) and Λ(1520) signals have been added to derease the
statistial errors in the transverse mass distribution (mT =
√
PT 2 +m02) of gure 3.
In order to orret raw yields, one Monte Carlo Λ(1520) has been embedded per real
p+p event. The analysis proedure has then been applied on the simulated resonanes
to alulate the eieny and aeptane of the detetor. The orreted transverse
mass distribution of
(
Λ(1520) + Λ(1520)
)
/2 has been t to an exponential funtion
in order to extrapolate the dN/dy = 0.0039 ± 0.0003(stat) and the slope parameter
T = 326 ± 42(stat) MeV. Systemati errors are determined by varying uts, signal
extration and t proedures. Systemati error on yield is 15% while the systemati
error on the slope parameter is about 30%.
Preliminary invariant mass distribution of Σ(1385)+Σ(1385) is shown in gure 2
(). The left peak is due to the Ξ and Ξ hyperons at the measured mass of
1321 ± 1 MeV/c2. The right peak is t to a Breit-Wigner plus a linear bakground
funtion. The mass and width arem = 1381±2MeV/c2 and Γ = 58±7MeV/c2. The
integrated raw yield of Σ(1385)+Σ(1385), extrated from the t, is about 7500± 100
partiles out of the 7 million minimum bias p+p events, with a 20% systemati error.
3.2. Λ(1520) in Au+Au ollisions
The gold minimum bias data set shows a Λ(1520) signal for the two most peripheral
ategories. Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows the invariant mass distributions. Λ(1520)
and Λ(1520) signals are added to be more statistially signiant. The 80-60%
distribution has a three sigma signal while the 60-40% distribution shows a two
sigma signal. Transverse mass distributions an not be performed due to the small
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Figure 4. Λ(1520) + Λ(1520) invariant mass for (a) the 80-60% and (b) the
60-40% entrality ategories of minimum bias Au+Au events. Λ(1520) invariant
mass distribution for the STAR entral events ().
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Figure 5. ratio Λ(1520)/Λ as a funtion of the number of partiipants and
thermal predition (line) from [14℄.
numbers of deteted resonanes. Integrated yields have therefore been alulated
assuming exponential mT distributions. Slope parameters, extrated from Λ analyses,
are T = 260 MeV for the 80-60% signal and T = 290 MeV for the 60-40% signal.
Λ(1520) and Λ(1520) mid-rapidity prodution is 0.086± 0.039 per unit of rapidity per
event for the 80-60% ategory. The yield is 0.12±0.1 for the 60-40% ategory. Quoted
errors inlude 30% systemati errors. Figure 4 () shows entral ollision measurement
of the yield 〈Λ(1520)〉|y|<0.5 = 0.58± 0.021(stat)± 30%(sys) [12℄.
3.3. Λ(1520)/Λ ratios
In order to estimate the predited redution of Λ(1520) signal in heavy ion ollisions,
the ratio Λ(1520)/Λ has been alulated for Au+Au ollisions at dierent entralities
and is ompared to the same ratio for p+p ollisions. Figure 5 inludes all Λ(1520)/Λ
ratios as a funtion of the number of partiipants. Square points show NA49 ratios
in p+p and Pb+Pb ollisions at
√
s = 17 GeV [13℄. Other points are STAR
measurements. Λ(1520)/Λ ratios from the two most peripheral ategories of Au+Au
ollisions are represented at < Npart >∼20 and < Npart >∼62. Arrows show upper
limits at 95% of ondene level for more entral ategories of minimum bias events
where no Λ(1520) signal is visible. A thermal predition from [14℄ is also represented
by the horizontal line. The ratio shows a signiant derease from p+p ollisions to
peripheral Au+Au ollisions. Furthermore the prodution of Λ(1520) in heavy ion
ollisions is lower than the yield predited by a thermal model.
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Summary
We report preliminary results on the prodution of Λ(1520) resonanes in p+p
ollisions and in entrality ategories of Au+Au heavy ion ollisions at RHIC at
200 GeV. Σ(1385) signal is also shown in p+p ollisions. The Λ(1520)/Λ ratio have
been determined for the dierent systems. Results agree with NA49 data and show a
derease of the Λ(1520) yield relative to the Λ yield. Already lower than the p+p value
in peripheral ollisions, the Λ(1520)/Λ ratio appears to be signiantly lower than the
thermal expetation. These results are in qualitative agreement with model preditions
of a lowering of resonane prodution in ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions, due to
the resattering of deay produts in the medium.
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